
2020 SPRING BREAK SAFARI 
SCAVENGER HUNT*   
 
BLUFF VEW  
 
HUNTER MUSEUM OF 
AMERICAN ART 
 
QUESTIONS 
 
 

ANSWERS 
Exterior:  1) Brower Hatcher, Sanctuary/outdoor sculpture garden   2) Alexander Calder, Pregnant 
Whale/outside entrance   3) Tom Otterness, Free Money/outside entrance   4) John Dreyfuss, Full 
Count/outdoor sculpture garden   5) Red Grooms, Lindy Hop/outdoor sculpture garden 

Interior: 1) Alyson Shotz, All Equations are Wave Equations, 2018-19/Museum Lobby 2) Elizabeth Catlett, Singing 
Head, 1990/Mansion Gallery Sun Porch 3) Helen Levitt, New York (Children with Broken Mirror), 1940/Gallery 16 
ramp 4) Marina Zurkow, Mescosm (Times Square), 2014/Gallery 18 5) Stacy Kranitz, Island Road, 2010/Special 
Exhibition 

               

Exterior 
1. Stand in the middle of this sculpture and look up; Floating above you elements of life to create a 

magical space 
2. Different shapes and colors piled on top of another; Forming the shape of an animal about to 

become a mother 
3. Money may not buy happiness, but this dancing couple seems pretty cheery dancing on a bag of 

currency 
4. One two three strikes for baseball; Stand next to the catcher and you can feel tall 
5. Going down for a dip, moving together so smooth; All the beat of a jazz groove 

 
Interior 

1. Hanging above like a wave from the sky. Reflecting many colors – name them all, just try. 
2. A women’s head singing out for all the world to hear. Free to share her wisdom with confidence 

that is clear. 
3. Cities have so many places to explore and play. A group of boys finding treasures on a warm 

summer day. 
4. Three screens share past present and future possibilities. An animated video expressing our 

environmental realities. 
5. A little girl in white walking through the water on an island row. And to her side, the wind does 

blow. 
 

* Scavenger Hunt is available any time of year. Prizes are only available 
during the 2020 Spring Break Safari promotion March 13-April 19, 2020. 

 
 


